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GHOSTS & DEMONS
Q1: Are ghosts and demons real?
A1: YES, both ghosts and demons are real but they are two different types of entities.
GHOSTS: We all have souls. When we die, we reborn into one of the 6 realms according to each
person's merit (Heaven, Azura, human, animal, ghost, hell). The 3 lower realms are animal, ghost
and hell. If a person's merit is high they go to the 3 higher realms. If their merit is bad they go to
the 3 lower realms immediately.
Q2: Are there equipments and scientific evidences to prove the existence of ghosts and demons?
A2: There are numerous tools and serious equipments to detect and document ghosts. You can
see ghost hunters using these equipments all over the world. TV shows include The Haunted,
When Ghosts Attack, Dead famous, the haunting, Paranormal Witness, Haunting Australia, Dead
Files, Celebrity Ghost Story, My Ghost Story, Ghost Whisperer, ghost adventures, Ghost
Hunters, Ghost Hunters Academy, Ghost Hunters International, Haunted Collector, Destination
Truth, Ghost mine, Haunted History, Haunted Highway, Fact or fake, Destination Truth
See this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VhGa9Tc7QI and similar videos. These
videos seem genuine leaks from security cameras but judge for yourself.

Q3: Are there any stories and evidences from the Eastern and Western countries to confirm their
presence?
A3: However, many dead people linger on in the astro-plane flying here and there; either having
fun but more often linger around their loved ones, feelings of attachment or unfinished business.
These are the poor lost souls who after 40-49 days have worn out their energy of rebirth and
therefore remain in the ghost realm. Christians call it limbo. They become "guardian angels" in
Western language or ancestral spirits according to Eastern language.
Q4: What is your opinion about ghosts and demons?
A4: GHOST: The ghost realm is a bad place to be. So, quite often if they gather up sufficient
YIN energy, they would contact their living relatives or friends to ask for help. It is difficult for
them to overcome our strong protective YANG energy field to contact us. So we must help them
right away by channelling energy to them. The most effective help is to read the Ksitigarbha
sutra (in any language) and transfer the merit to them. The verse is "May the merit accumulated
as a result of reading this sutra be transferred to ...name of the decease...my relationship to the
deceased...May he/she accumulate these merits as resources to quickly reborn into higher realms

where Buddhism is accessible. May he/she be thus enlightened and walk the Bodhisattva path.
Depending on the energy of the reader, sometimes it may take many readings of the Ksitigarbha
sutra to liberate one soul.
Sometimes a ghost is so frustrated they act out their anger and are mistaken as demons but they
mean no harm; except if they are murdered or committed suicide due to another person. Then
they want revenge. A poor soul may possess a medium who would speak “in tongue” for the
ghost but this is not demonic possession; this is asking for help.
DEMONS: These are a mixture of evil entities. Their intention is to do harm to humans. They
are not your ordinary ghost. They are a higher form of beings compare to humans. Commonly
known as Azura in Buddhism, they employ other lost souls to do their work as minions. They
have an unbelievable agenda against humans and heavenly beings. They are powerful. Islamic
religion calls them Jinn (Genie). This domain is very complicated. Google this phrase and you
will get some idea on EXORCISM AND DEMONIC POSSESSION. COURSES BEGIN AT
THE VATICAN.

